Preliminary program of the festival “Svyata Sontsa 2018” (The Festival of the Sun 2018)

16th June

17th June

Viaskovaja Plošča.

Viaskovaja Plošča.

11.30-16.00 music bands, street theater,
fakirs, performances, dance workshops.

11.00-15.00 music bands, street theatre,
fakirs, performances, dance workshops.

Open-air Concert venue.
15.30 – 21.10
23.10 – 01.30
Bands concerts of folk/folk-rock/pagan and
other genres.
Fire festival.
21.10 – 23.10
Performance of the best fire theaters,
stuntmen, acrobats, and stilt-walkers in the
fire and pyrotechnic show.
Town of all trades, Kupala fair

Town of all trades, Kupala fair

10.00-20.00 market of artisans’ goods, craftsmen
workshops.

10.00-16.00 market of artisans’ goods, craftsmen
workshops.

Interactive stages.

Interactive stages.

10.00-20.00
Amusements: bow and crossbow shooting
range, medieval and folk games, “Vikings’
games”, the Scottish stage “games of
highlanders”, children’s playground, the
stage “Heroes: Battle gaming”, table-top
games, climbing wall,
«Archery battle», medieval assault course “The
Viking”, Kupala divinations, and others.
Chill out zone.

10.00-16.00
Amusements: bow and crossbow shooting
range, medieval and folk games, “Vikings’
games”, the Scottish stage “games of
highlanders”, children’s playground, the
stage “Heroes: Battle gaming”, table-top
games, climbing wall,
«Archery battle», medieval assault course
“The Viking”, divination on Kupala and others.
Chill out zone.

10.00-01.30
Chill out zones: “Eastern hookah lounge”,
herbalist’s tent, fortunetellers and many
other things.
Ethno stage.

10.00-15.00
Chill out zones: “Eastern hookah lounge”,
herbalist’s tent, fortunetellers and many
other things.

10.00-20.00
Workshops on wreath making, ritual puppets, Kupala
divinations, talismans.
Food courts, the Inn.

Food courts, the Inn.

10.00-02.00

10.00-17.00

Food courts: Belarusian traditional cuisine.
Lections.
11.00-14.00
Public lections on traditions and ceremonies
of Kupala, mythology.
Ceremonial stage.
At 02.00 the Kupala bonfires will be lit
on the shores of the river Ptsich.
Musicians, dances, roundelays, wreath
release, ancient games and ceremonies.
*There might be changes in the program.

Food courts: Belarusian traditional cuisine.

